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Hatonn returned that we might
finish the next
or., begin
a new one--whichever
1s appropriate. I say this because you
might well wish to utilize the personal messages of this morning as
material. A message for
one of our people--is instruction
and message for all--it is, in fact,
that which sets aside “Phoenix”
people from the masses--how else
will you et your instructions? If
all you cfesire from the Phoenix
material is how to manage your
money--then I suggest you are at
the wrong place, for ours comprises how to make a transition of
a planet and the functioning order
in explanation, of the universe. If,
for instance, I give Dharma instructions to harken up to responsibility and respite, priorities and
fatigue--ALL
OF YOU PAY
ATTENTION FOR THE MESSAGE IS FOR ALL OF YOU-PERSONALLY--NOT JUST BECAUSE SHE WEARS A PARTICULAR LABEL.
All (each)
must careful1 evaluate priorities,
function, H 2 ARING AND LISTENING, and that which works
for her will work for all. We need
functioning, alert bodies to do our
tasks to best advantage. If the consciousness of life experience is
predominant1 of SELF, we cannot
get past the 8 lock in the roadway.
Further, if you take each statement
as if it were your own whipping
master beating you--stop it! YOU
may NOT jeopardize the entire
transition because YOU cannot pull
from individual ego-trip.
If you
feel offended or personally at-
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and NONE may garner unto self
all of the lessons nor the discipline.
If TRUTH is an affront to you, I
ask that you linger long enough
with open mind to see the unfolding of that which we bring lest ye
formulate
incorrect
conclusions
from inadequate input and data,
i.e., as with the homosexual quesIf you miss explanations
tions.
then there is no way exce t to form
incorrect conclusions anB assumptions regarding our words. This
will hold true.for EVERY subject
in point. If it is a ainst the commandments and baHanced laws of
Creation it is against Truth and we
do not compromise--however, the
explanation is most truly needed to
understand that which we ARE
bringing.
We condemn
no
MAN/WOMAN/CHILD
for anvthing--we do lay TRUTH and INSTRUCTIVE
RULES
FROM
GOD AND WITHIN CREATION
FOR BEHAVIOR AND ACTIONS
THEREOF. THIS WILL IN NO
WISE EVER BE COMPROMISED--NOR
WOULD
YOU
HAVE IT ANY OTHER WAY.
YOU HAVE BEEN PEOPLE OF
THE LIES TOO LONG, LOOK
AROUND YOU CAREFULLY
AND YOU WILL SEE WHERE
THE LIES HAVE BROUGHT
YOU--AWAY FROM GOD AND
NOT UNTO HIM. SO BE IT.

for this wondrous being who gives
so selflessly in the pursuit of
awakening you to that which is
comirrf uponr
and, *as we can,
we wr 1 take at valid mformatton
as ones project it in their own forum so that the word can go a bit
farther on the waves of touching
and spreading of that Truth. This
is what spreading and awakening is
about, brothers. We must take that
which is urgent and important and
send it further into the masses for
this does two things--it gets the
Truth out and it, by volume and
recognition, brings a bit of security
to the pioneers and risk-takers.
Protection comes in publicly making known the plight and then
“accidents” are noted and attended.
I wish to quote from her Editorial
Comment of June 13, 1991.

HONOR TO ONE,
A MEVES
Virginia Meves is Director of the
She gives her
entire being and all of her time to
bringing you Truth and information. There are not enough accolades to express my appreciation
.
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THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON
SOCIETY

.

.

Marc Plaza Hotel in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, in October 1988, Dr.
Gordon was welcomed with reat
enthusiasm by this gathering o4 admirers.

.

”
11

The group, approximately 95
percent women, responded with
laughter and applause to Dr. Gordon’s presentation, which included
crude jokes, vulgar language and
ardent criticism
of premarital
chastity as an approach to teen
In Dr. Gordon’s
P%yyY.
.
.
v(” Abstinence, according to Dr. Gordon, is being
proposed by “extremists”.

7

Ah, chelas, it is even worse for
this onl takes in a few of the aspects o ? life planned for you. And
read on for how this pronouncement and training so inanely is
sneaked in upon you and your
progeny. They are TRAINED BY
ACCEPTED
“AUTHORITIES”
AND WHAT I WILL GIVE
HERE IS ONLY ONE EXAMPLE.

5
30

[In Brazil, thanks
to the Bush America over 40% of
the females have now been sterilized.]

The following is a reprint: 1988-NOAPP meeting in Milwaukee,
WI. Published by the American
Life League in the June-July 1989
publication.
(P.O. Box 1350, Stafford, VA
22554 [for you who want to go to
Source] :
THE PIED PIPER OF
SEX AND SLEAZE

x

“You are my people; you are
the people I care about the
most...and this is from a card-carrying member of the ACLU!!“
.

With these opening remarks,
keynoter Dr. Sol Gordon began his
address to last year’s meeting of
the National Organization of Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting
(NOAPP).
Speaking to an audience of over four hundred at the

NOAPP, with 5Ol(c)3 nonprofit status, describes itself as “a
national network of diverse individuals and organizations dedicated to preventing
adolescent
pregnancy and problems related to
pregnancy
adolescent
sexualit
and parenting.
lJ 6APP works
through its membership to provide
conferences and training events,
technical assistance for policy and
program development, networking
and resource-sharing opportunities,
state and local coalition-building
guidance and a variety of other
support activities. ”
STATE-SPONSORED,
TAX-F’UmDED
The Milwaukee
conference,
“Today’s Decisions.. . Tomorrow’s
Destiny”., was hosted locally by the
Wisconsm
Alliance
Concerned
School-Age
r parents
With
(WACSAP). In its attempt to influence the needs of school-age
parents, NOAPP seeks to network
service
various
public
with
providers, made clear by the fact
that three of the four sponsors of
this particular conference were
state-financed agencies: (1) The
Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction, (2) The state Adolescent Pregnant Prevention Service
Board, (3), i!i e Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Service. The fourth s onsor w~~.s;
Milwaukee
Foun 8 ation,
provided funding for the 1986 Blue
Ribbon Panel on Teen Pregnancy
that recommended
school-based
clinics for Milwaukee schools.

example
of
NOie~Pnvk&*P
networking
with the public schools can be
found in the fact that Peggy Clapp,
president of WACSAP, is also the
Asst. Vice Principal m Charge of
the “School-Age Parent Program“
in Milwaukee’s
Lincoln
High
School. It should be no surprise,
then, to discover that a local contributor to the NOAPP conference
was the Milwaukee Public School
System.
Furthermore, the State
Superintendent of Schools, Dr.
Herbert Grover, sent a welcoming
letter, printed on
24-page NOAPP conference booklet, congratulating participants on
their attendance, and urging them
“to listen carefully to the ideas and
programs presented here.. .I’
DR. SEX
And who was presenting these
“ideas and programs” to the many
teachers, social service workers,
and health professionals who attended this conference, and what
messa es were being given? As
one oP four keynote speakers, the
primary “drawing card” for the
meeting was Dr. Sol Gordon, the
only ’ keynoter” featured in the
pre-registration booklet and the
only one who gave two presentations to the group. From 1970 to
1985, Dr. Gordon was the Director
of the Institute for Family Research
and Education at Syracuse University, and currently devotes his time
to group lectures and seminars.
Gordon, a “sexologist”, has been a
long-time proponent of sex education in the schools, serving on the
Board of Directors of the Sex Information and Education Council
of the United States (SIECUS), and
publishing many books on the
subject. His message very much
reflected his association
with
SIECUS, which was founded in
1964 by former Planned Parenthood medical director, Dr. Mary
Calderone.
The 1979 SIECUS “Principles
Basic to Education for Sexuality”
clear1 avoids any suggestion that
sexua r activity should be restricted
to marriage, and founder Mary
Calderone has stated,

SELF-ABUSE. SODOMY
AND SLEAZE
As indicated earlier, Sol Gordon’s NOAPP presentation only
served to reinforce his association
with the SIECUS philosophy.
While abstinence and chastity became the target
he
made quite a production of announcing his
”
a
a
In addition to promoting
use of contraceptives among
young, Gordon also insisted
masturbation
MUST BE
CEPTED:

the
the
that
ACa

he said,

Earth physicians of warped intelligence project to men, for instance,
that if they don’t have sex release
via intercourse that they MUST
masturbate
the will get cancer
or their penis wilY fall off or they
will turn into a frog or something
else worthy of death by torture.
This is an incredible and absolute
lie and we will not allow such
projection
of this stupid information to go further.
Know
that if this annears in anv of vour
material, it iiLreprinted & MAN’S
PROJECTION--NOT
GOD’S!
God creates in perfection and all
parts work ‘ust fine without tampering of d an’s meddlin or proJections of “what if’s”. I B your focus is on getting your world
squared around in Truth, you will
be so occupied and focused that
these things will simply not be preIt is
sent to ive you notice.
through tfloughts centered and focused on such activities which preproblems--EVERY
sent
the
TIME!]

a
[Hatonn: I must interrupt here at
this point at issue because in writing in conjunction with assistance
from Sananda, one of our own
beloved ones wrote something almost identical in messa e content.
NO--THAT MESSAG H IS NOT
EVER FROM ONE OF NONPHYSICAL BEING NOR ANYONE WHO WORKS IN DIRECTED H;g&;;f
DE’F.;\Y
FROM
THAT IS AN EARTH PROJEC:
TION
HOOK,
LINE
AND
SINKER.
Whoever heard of
problems being encountered by
using responsibility
and acting
within the commandments?
If a
child experiments with self it is
exploration--but to encourage public manifestation or outright terror
of now predicted exchange, that if
you don t masturbate you are going
to have ph sical and emotional attacks and I?amage--this is y;;cSe$;
able and unthinkable.
MAN-PROJECTED AND SHALL
NOT BE ACCEPTABLE
AS
COMING FROM ANY HIGHER
INTELLIGENCE.
IF THIS
SHOE FITS ANY OF OUR
WRITERS--THEN CHECK THE
FEET FOR THAT TYPE OF
PROJECTION IS OF EARTH
PHYSICAL AND NOT OF GOD.
3
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Dr. Gordon also spent considerable time discussing homosexualit , emphasizing that
o
[Now you te P1 me how a child can
be gay or anti- ay (for this represents ‘male”) wf en he doesn’t even
know what sex he is at such young
ages--a youth is only just begmnmg
to have feelings of emotional reaction at these oung experiences.
2
In addition, he defined pornography, sa ing that in a case of
rape,

[Doesn’t anyone remember that
“rape” is a crime of VIOLENCE-NOT SEX! So, how about a little
snuff film or blood-letting, beatings, etc., and erhaps the ra e
will just go-away.r: You will wa i e
up, people, or you better pray to
sleep sound1 on without dreams
for your wor Yd is a nightmare and I
know not what you can do about it!
At the rate you attend it, it looks
bleak indeed .]
And, he also had a message for

teachers present:
a

Bell’s
considered by manyof’ si;
among the most filth
“education” materials i: eing advacated for classroom use.
PLANNED

PARENTHOOD

ATHEISM AND PERVERSION
The philosophies Sol Gordon
espoused at the NOAPP conference
are consistent with the fact that he
was among the almost four hundred who signed the 1973 Humanist Manifesto II. which. in addition

[Now readers,
this includes those youthful experimenters who are still living off
the good-will of parents, in your
homes and who won’t even mow
the grass or take out trash. This is
responsibility???]
Sol Gordon’s
Understandin
association
wi ii
the
liberal
philoso hies of the Humanists’ and
of SIE 6 US, one can more easily
understand Gordon’s description of
himself, as originally written in the
Jan./Feb. 1975 issue of The Humanist. [Humanist MEANS of the
lane--absolutely
and
phal
so Yely; as iF that state of a person
would last eternally, somehow.]
This is renrinted bv Claire Chambers in her 1977 publication, 27ze

As one might expect, the single
group with the largest representation at this conference was Planned
Parenthood. Additionally, Planned
Parenthood
of Wisconsin
was
among the seventeen exhibitors at
the conference, along with groups
such as the March of Dimes. In
fact, one keynote speaker, Doroth
Patterson, who was named 198i;
Woman of the Year by the California State Legislature for her work
as director of the Oakland Unified
School District’s Teen Assistance
Program, indicated a great admiration for Margaret Sanger, the
founder of Planned Parenthood.
Patterson said,
..
a
[Whew, and she
is so right. We aren’t really talking about typical “family” planning--we are talking about total irresponsible behavior.] The irony
is that Patterson, a black woman,
appears to be promotin the work
of Margaret Sanger, wRo in 1939
launched her “Negro Project”,
which sought to discourage “the
defective and diseased elements of
humanity” from their “reckless and
irresponsible
swarming
and
spawning.. . ” [You better reread
this last and think about it a minute
because I believe most of you
missed the point at issue!]
CREATING THE MARKET

According to Chambers, Gordon has also written a series of
vulgar sex comic books for young
These are known as
readers.
ZING SEX COMIX and are published by Ed-U Press, which GorIn the Ed-U Press
don heads.
brochure that was distributed at the
NOAPP conference, Dr. Gordon
was promoting and selling not only
his own books like ne New
Gary Kelly’s
Sex, and Ruth

And how has Margaret Sanger
“helped shape the character of our
nation?” It is obvious to anyone
who has examined Planned Parenthood’s sex education curricula that
the “contraceptive philosophy” it
promulgates not only approves
premarital sexual activity, but actively encourages the “adolescent
sexual experimentation” Calderone
says is “necessary for normal de4
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velopment”. The sad truth is that
Planned Parenthood promotes the
ver activity it
an B in doing so, creates a market
for its own abortion services. As a
result, teen sexual delinquency
rates are at an all-time high.
These facts were ignored by
another keynote speaker, Dr. Marilyn Steele, who blatantly stated
that, “Early and regular contraceptive use results in fewer regnanties.” Readers of
that this theor has no
foundation in fact, and Eas been
nJ;en;z;g
in major. studies by
!i
Jacqueline
Ksun,
Michael Schwartz and James Ford,
as well as many others.
CONTRACEPTION

AND

The two dominant themes of
the NOAPP conference were contraception and “self-esteem”. The
fact that teens would be sexually
active was taken for granted, and
promotion of contraception was
pervasive throughout the conference. For example, at a Center for
Population Options workshop on
AIDS education, literature was
distributed
which suggested to
teachers, that, “In some schools,
students can’t pass their health
class without buying a condom!”
It is also significant that one of the
contributors to the conference was
Ortho Pharmaceutical, the largest
contraceptive manufacturer in the
countr . [And one of the major
Elite 2 artel pharmaceutical companies of the world.]
Among the keynoters and most
of the thirty-five workshops there
was no
0

“Self-esteem” was promoted over and over again as the
new panacea along with teaching
“responsibility” AFTER the fact.
However, parents must remember
that “self-esteem” is a doubleedged sword as taught by these
trainers in negative response to
parental authority at all levels and
ages. While it may be true that a
child needs a great deal of self-confidence to reject undesirable peer
influence, it will, at the same time,
require a defiantly self-confident

child to have the courage to violate
his or her family values and/or heritage,
and
the
“responsible” ~rr%s~uity!n being
promotedI:y fti liberal sex educators.
one workshop
speaker admitted’ that,

Another speaker said,
There ma be good reason
why, from Decem
1988,
Sol Gordon conducted--in Hawaii-the “First International Congress
on Self-Esteem and Sex Education” . Children will need lots of
“self-esteem”
TEACHING HATRED
OF BABIES
Also present at the NOAPP
conference was the anti-family
rhetoric that seeks to reduce teen
pregnancy by teaching teens to hate
babies.
One workshon sneaker
proudly displayed a large sign
showing a love1 picture of a
mother and a tod Bler, but the ca tion on the nicture stated.
The sneaker was verv enthusiastic
about&the poster, indicating that it
had been distributed throughout the
This
city in which she worked.
particular poster was part of a program being funded by the Wisconsin Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Service Board. The subtle,
anti-family message in the poster
was that motherhood is a horrible
sentence.
While abortion was not openly
advocated by NOAPP conference
speakers, the pro-life message was
conspicuous by its absence. There
were no pro-life organizations re resented, even though two brazen Py
pro-abortion
organizations
were
among the seventeen exhibitors. It
is interesting to note that, in the
list of exhibitors appearing on page
21 of the official conference program., . the Wisconsin Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights is
listed only as the Wisconsin Religious Coalition, giving an entirely
different connotation to the orgaruzation. It gave one the feeling that
NOAPP is trying to avoid a public

pro-abortion position.
Finally, it is significant that
almost all of those who control the
NOAPPAVACSAP
alliance are
women; as were approximate1 9095% of those who attend eJ the
conference. Considering the heavy
romotion of contraception, the
fack
pro-life representation, and
the visibility of pro-abortion organizations, one could easily get the
impression that this conference was
organized by feminists, working to
preserve the right to abortion.
Listening
to keynote
speaker
Dorothy
Patterson
invoke the
names of patron saints Margaret
Sanger and Betty Friedan only reinforced this perception.

0,

”

Abortion rights are fundamental to the agendas promoted by the
HUMANIST MANIFESTO& b
SIECUS and by the ACL uy.
Therefore, it is not surprising that
these were, indeed, the people that
Sol Gordon cared about the most.
1992. ” If

NOW TO “MAKE YOUR
-DAY “1

1992,

I am going to ask Dharma to just
quote these two pages which came
over the fax about an hour ago.
She, by the way, has called off
cleaning, unpacking and plans to
pack the rest of her junk and leave-if she can figure out how to ASCEND--for she surely doesn’t want
to miss the “whole” show:

1996

15, 1991

.

”

“,
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[Still thmk you are talking about
“two” factions?
Come, come,
chelas! Remember Tom Foley’s
little visit with Bush’s at Camp
David?????]

Mossad. [You see, chelas, the
adversary has never, and will
never, lose sight of his target and
goals of world control--it is a lesson you of Light might well learn!]

z

.

100

”
x

”

”

End of Quoting.
[For
nized except by
ple, that it was
arian Jews who
Nazi Holocaust!]

How dare you call me AntiSemitic. Number one, because I
am a Semite (Shemite) and number
two--this writer who presented this
paper and public notice is pro-Solarz and a Jewish-run America!!!
You ones just don’t know what to
think any more, do you?
To help clarify your thoughts:
More QUOTE: By the way, none
of the terms to be utilized are of
the original Hebrew Judean Judaists--not throughout this next
portion and the one following it-they are both from public forum
press and are also dated June 15,
1991.

”

$
JEWISH STAFFERS COME
IN DROVES, AND STAY:
2.5
20

6
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”

it is full recogyou-the-b find-peothe Zionist Khazdid facilitate the

1980,
[Well, what did
you THIN i! Baker has been doing
ever week in Israel?]

x

_

$700
1980

7
Surplus? Where are you Americans?]
$ 850

$ 00
$300
“.

$
10

Just one more and we will leave
this writing for today:

4.5

MOTHER OF ALL BATTLES
SHELL-OUT
GRATEFUL

“.

TO THE UNZIONIST STATE?

.
$3

$10
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$200
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As you consider the above, I suggest you take a look at the rest of
your world ancl the starving people
TOP OF THE LIST, AMERICA!
How is it with the moral issuances
coming forth from Israel these
days--there is hard1 any speaking
about any AIDS in x e top levels of
the Elite Zionist organization?
You had best look into that,
beloved sleepy-heads. I didn’t say
“Jews”--1 said “top-level Elite
Zionists”.
Do you still disbelieve the capability of humanoid duplication? How
about foreign control? How about
“think hard about it! ‘I.

above the physical so dark forces’
thrust
ever to ensnare man in the
“things” of
p;Wg$
fleshly,
and
power” through
man’s ego.
Shedding our attachments to those
physical things, and “highs” associated with sex, drugs, alcohol,
thrill/life-risking sports (includin
war), etc., requires KNOWIN 8
that there is more--something better.
This book, a primer, provides
basic understanding of what
are, where we come from and
turn to, why we are where we
and for what, and how to get
most from this experience.

the
we
reare
the

2;5Phoenix
And, it will help you begin to free
yourself from the density and negativity of this experience to take
that next step to your oneness with
GOD/ATON, the ONE LIGHT.
Hatonn also keeps us up to date on
critical National and World Events.

Salu!
Hatonn to stand aside. We need a
rest break. Good luck, World, for
you certainly do need a lot of it.
********

By Gyeorgos deres Hatonn
The thought of God is LIGHT.
ALL
LIGHT is all there is.
springs from, and returns to,
LIGHT, the thought of God.
The “War in Heaven for Men’s
souls” between God and Lucifer,
the Light and the dark forces, cannot be comprehended without an
understanding of the “physics” of
the Universe.
Returning to God requires rising

Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
o P The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P. *
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Shrouds Qf The Seventh Seal
Countet$;;eB3smgs
The
Operator-Owner
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT

July 10, 7-10 PM $20 Ramada
Inn/Governor
House,
621 S.
Capitol Wa , Olympia, Wash.
Washington ii oom Call Germaine
206-458-2327.

Express Vol’s I & II

The ‘Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The rice is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXC!EPTING EX-PRESS) 10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6% sales
tax. Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and
$1.00 each additional or U.S. Mail
$2.50 for first title and $1.00 each
additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.

July 11, 6:30-9:30 PM
$20
Woodmark Hotel,
1200 Carillon
Point Kirkland, Wash. Call Joan
206-827-4636

is $20
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for
(including back
issues for current Volume) or $75
52
is
13 (1 Vol.) $110
52
E30

July 13 7-10 PM $20 Ramada Inn
Topaz Room 3020 Blanshard St.
Victoria, BC

Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986, Tehachapi, CA. 93581.

July 15 7-10 PM $20 Beban Park
(Social Centre) 2300 Bowen Rd.
Nanaimo, BC. For tickets to the
t,5,v,08
BC seminars call l-800-869

For credit card orders or book catalog and sample newsletter call
For personal inquiries or other purposes, please
call l/805-822-9655.
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Sipapu Odysse
And They Ca7led His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
.’
.
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America West is now offering a resource guide for shelters, medical
supplies, food storage, and alternative survival needs. The cost for
the documentation
is $7, $8
Canada & $10 overseas. (shipping
included),
#4

